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In Memoriam

RAF Regiment LAC Cyril Turner.

Died March 14th. 2013 , aged 92. Cyril served on
Number 2740(Rifle) Squadron.

RAF Regiment SGT.Colin Smith,

Died 29
th
. March 2013, aged 82. Colin served on

Number 18 LAA Squadron, before taking
upgrading courses. He served in various
capacities as Small Arms and Evasion
Instructor, Staff Instructor at RAF Watchet,
trained Gunners for action in the Suez Crisis.

RAF Regiment SAC John Hudson.

Died March 29th, 2013, aged 79. he served on
Number 1 (Armoured Car) Squadron

RAF Regiment CPL. Arthur Charles Wilsher

Died April 9
th
. 2013 Aged 90.. Arthur served in

South East Asia Command and escaped from
Singapore on its fall to the Japanese.

RAF Regiment,(Founder Member) LAC Glyn
Terrence Bennett.

Died April 26
th
.2013, aged 91. Glyn served on

Number 2725 Squadron.

RAF Regiment (Founder Member) SGT.Ronald
Edward Rollitt.

Died on April 26
th
. 2013. aged 90. He served in

the U.K. at RAF Stations, Bridgnorth, Whitley
Bay, Heaton Park and Stormy Down.

RAF Regiment Flying Officer Ian S. Taylor.

Died 14
th
. May 2013, aged 81. He served on

various stations including Catterick, Spittalgate,
Watchet, Yatesbury and Celle.

RAF Regiment Flt.Lt. Arthur R. Gunn.

Died , May 24
th
. 2013, aged 88. Flt. Lt. Gunn

served on 75 Squadron RAF as an NCO flight
engineer. He transferred to the RAF Regiment in
January’46 serving two tours in Aden.

RAF Regiment Wing Commander Pat Lee.

Died on May 14th. 2013, aged 92.. Coming from
a military family, he enlisted as a boy soldier in
his father’s regiment The “Devonshires”. After
seeing fighting in the North Africa and the Italian
Campaigns he was commissioned and posted to
India with the Royal Garhwal Rifles. His career
continued until India’s Independence from
Britain in 1948, when on returning to the U.K. he
took up a commission with the RAF Regiment.
In 1951 he took command of Number 2
(Armoured Car) Company in Habbaniya. Iraq.

He later took command of Number 66 Squadron
RAF Regiment in Aden.( I am indebted to Ken
Stoker for this information courtesy of “The
Telegraph”

RAF Regiment LAC Basil Carter.

Died May 26
th
. 2013, aged 90. No service

details are available.

“At the going down of the sun, and in the
morning we will remember them”
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Regiment. According to Tommy the trio cheered
their new posting but admitted knowing nothing
about the Regiment.

To RAF Wombleton they were duly sent to join
some 4 ‘intake’ groups, totalling, if memory
served him right, 300 souls.

Tom Drinkeld

From there, as Tom recalled, they were sorted
into their future training “choices’….to RAF
Watchet Tom was sent to learn all that he could
as a future Light Ack Ack gunner. Watchet was a
good posting, nice surroundings, a friendly inn or
two where the notorious “Scrumpy” cider could
be had for about 4 pennies a pint. It was said
about Watchet (back then) that for two shillings,
you could get five ”Willie Woodbines”
(cigarettes), two pints of ‘Scrumpy’ and a show
at the picture house!

All went well with Tom’s training until one
fateful afternoon when someone suggested that
by tying a rope onto the breach block, it might
just slide out for servicing a bit easier. The rope
puller yanked while Tom’s trigger finger was still
engaged with the mechanism. After a spell at
the local hospital, Tom was returned to duty,
alas not on a gun crew, but as a store man in
Watchet stores. We discussed each of our
separate memories of our time at Watchet. Tom
recalling the Regiment lads being banned from
the Saturday night dances at Bridgewater, whilst
I remembered sending my trainee ‘signallers’
along the front in Minehead, number 31 sets on
their backs, and reporting back on the
worthwhile bathing beauty scenery.

I really need to speak to these three members
each of them is wearing the old style Regimental
ties! (Before the bullets fly I must say each
wears them proudly)

Obituaries

It is very hard when a well-known and
respected member of the RAF Regiment passes
away. It is even harder when that person has
served both the Corps and the Association for
as many years as did Derek James.

The Standards and escorts leaving from Derek’s
home in Catterick Village.

An even greater number of members
attended at the Crematorium in Darlington to
pay their last respects. Many of us either served
with Derek, or were recipients of his outstanding
contributions to us, whether it was financial or
supplying us with kit necessary to keep us all
smartly turned out on parade. It was no small
measure of the respect we all had for Derek that
the Church was filled to capacity.

Derek James (Seated) on a 63 LAA Squadron
Bofor during the “Indonesian-Malaysian
Confrontation” in Singapore back in 1964.
Others on the B5 gun crew were Sgt.T.Tucker,
Johnny Hyslop, Frank Mills, Frank Bartlet, John
Kennedy and Ben Cartwright

We extend our sincere condolences to
Kathleen and the family on Derek’s passing.
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as to his immediate recognition. “We are having
our coffee and biscuits in the back garden “ was
his reply. Like any good signaller I needed to
enquire about this miracle.

It seems Ben had acquired a ’black box’,
which allowed him to receive calls from his
rotary phone as long as he was within fifteen
feet or so of the contraption. Fair enough, but
then Ben went on to say that he had resurrected
his old cell phone, and that for the princely sum
of one hundred dollars a year it could once
again be put to its original use but with a new
number.

My original surmise was correct in that Ben
and Nan couldn’t join us, however I was left with
the thought that it is true, “Wonders never
cease”

Getting through to ‘Maury’ was a different
story. His number rang out O.K. but there was
no response or ‘leave a message’ from that end.
However a few moments later a lovely English
sounding voice called and identified herself as
Maurice’s daughter. It seems ‘Dad’ hadn’t picked
up his phone. So then Maury called and set it
right.
(Thank goodness for ‘call display’)

Maurice Lambert
We had a wonderful talk, it seemed that he too

wouldn’t make it since his car had been in a
slight accident and damaged the oil pan.
I learned too that he had his father sign a paper
to allow him to join the RAF Regiment in 1951 at
the age of seventeen and a half. After his initial
training his journeys took him to Germany in
time for the Berlin Airlift. We joked about being
issued with 5 rounds of ammunition for the old

Enfield rifle, whilst guarding the airfield.
Somehow he and his best friend from the Isle-of-
Wight were given a pass to visit Berlin on a
WVS bus trip. They were allowed to get off to
stretch their legs, and after a short walk they
suddenly found themselves a few yards from a
Russian checkpoint! They both beat a hasty
retreat on that venture.

His other postings were just as interesting,
Aden with 41 squadron, back to Germany, back
to Catterick where he met and watched “Chuck”
Hall now with the SAS, box for that elite Corps.
One of “Maury’s” ambitions if he wins a BMW
car, which he is apparently on the short list of
possible winners for, is to drive up to Winnipeg
and visit ‘Chuck’.

I next became concerned for the welfare of
Terry Scattergood out in Drumheller, Alberta. He
was always good for a joke or a comment so
when I received a notice from Telus, his internet
supplier saying that his messages were
unopened, I had to get on the phone again.
Luckily Terry answered and it seems that he
was awaiting an operation for cataracts in both
eyes and couldn’t see well enough to read his
computer screen! So all was well that ends well.

Our two Chapter friends who, although both 92
years young, Derek Rowe and John Hill and
who trained as Navigators at #33
Commonwealth Training School up at Mount
Hope, never miss a chance to phone and thank
us for sending them our recent “Chapter
Chatter” I would bet that they would have loved
to have been at Mount Hope on Father’s Day
this year to see the DeHavilland “Mosquito’
flying there!

RAF Station Wombleton

Over the years an RAF station’s name has
cropped up as having been part of our history.
The late Jim Kynoch mentioned having done his
basic training there, and at our “Spring Get
Together’ Tom Drinkeld and I were having a
good discourse on events that changed our
lives.

Into the conversation came a reminiscence
from Tom about being sent to RAF Compton
Basset for his basic training back in 1947. It
seems that his first few days there was spent
trying to keep their hut from freezing, so cold
was that winter. Along with two other entrants
they decided that RAF living was not to their
liking, so they saw the Personnel Officer and he
offered them the chance to join the RAF
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accounts of how the landings and subsequent
progress affected his family personally.

Frank’s Dad just after the D-Day landing.

We had a most interesting afternoon, made
all the more memorable by the souvenirs which
Frank brought along.

In the forefront is a leather belt, the buckle of
which denoted it as that of a Luftwaffe member.
Directly behind are the ‘dog-tags’ of Frank’s
father and that of his Uncle Johnny who
unfortunately was killed on the first day of the
Battle of the Somme in the 1914-18 First World
War. Immediately to the right of those, is a large
piece of shrapnel from a German explosive that
was removed from Frank’s father’s leg. It was
lucky that his father was driving the vehicle and
not on foot otherwise he would have lost his leg
His injury coming as his unit crossed the River
Rhine.

In the following picture, we see Frank
displaying the German Flag, one of the many
items brought back by his father at the end of
hostilities. Certainly we all learned and
appreciated our conversations that day and
were thankful for the sacrifices of so many of our
Allies on those days following D-Day the 6

th
of

June

Looking on are Roy Gourley (left) ,Brian Patten
(right) and Willie Wood (foreground)

From My Phone

Interesting things happen when you are
unable to use the computer, or as was my
problem, I temporarily lost the use of my left
hand. It was nothing really serious, just some
minor surgery to fix a Carpal Tunnel complaint.

I had sent out a couple of cards to our
members and had received a response from
“Maury” Lambert. It had bothered me that his
kindness needed a response, and too, he was
hoping to attend our “Spring Get-Together” and
renew his acquaintance with Ben Loughlin. So
here I was with the dilemma who to speak with
first.

Ben Loughlin

Ben I knew was probably not going to travel to
be with us, so I dialed his number first. You have
to know Ben and his wife Nan, lovely people, but
Ben is a purist! No fancy digital gadgets for him,
just a plain rotary dial phone and he is content!
Prrr,Prrr, a pause and then Ben’s voice. “Hello
sport, how are you?’ Flabbergasted, I enquired
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Gloucester, Glen Allison from Wallasy, Lancs,
Derek McCulloch, Provamill, Glasgow, Mike
Ruddy from Finsbury Park in London, Cliff
Jones, from Birkenhead, Lancs.Ron Briggs
came from Brighouse in Yorkshire, Harry
Banham, Bedford Road in London, Jim
McEwan, Longsight in Manchester and F.
Sullivan from Sighthill in Edinburgh.

Norm wrote and had published many of his
‘stories’ in the Gloucestershire Branch’s
newsletter, “The Gloster Gladiator”. He was
always as true to the truth as was possible, and,
in fact in the late Harold McMillan’s book ”Blast
of War”, that writer’s words attested to Norm’s
remarkable stories of his gun crews travels
notably in Greece! So much so that in 2005 the
then Greek Government finally tracked Norm
down, “a long story ’ to quote him, and he was
awarded a medal with a citation.

In McMillan’s book reference is made to the
arrival at Kalamaki Airfield* of his party at about
01.30 hours where they encountered a delay in
reaching the town because the main road was
under fire from the insurgents. It was decided to
send them onward in two tanks. “It should be
noted “ McMillan stated “the room provided in a
tank for a middle aged politician is not great!”.

Norm carried on the tale by noting that, “From
our position we watched the two tanks rumble
by. We thought they were after the gun positions
which were shelling the bomb dump now
occupied by our gun site and “Calliope Jane”,
luckily that was not the case!”

In the photo above ‘Bernie’ Reid (on right) is
seen carrying the wreath to the 2926 Squadron
Memorial on Kalamaki Airfield.

There is much more to come from the papers
sent to me by Norm including his memories of

the Squadron’s service in the North Africa
Campaign and onward to the landing in Greece,
which he noted was ’all hell!’, presumably during
the action known as “Bucket force’.

Although Norm mentioned his time there in
Greece I had to do a bit more digging into the
background of the Greek situation myself, and
found that indeed around the area of Patras it
was indeed “Hell’. It seems that, although under
German Occupation, there was an internal Civil
War going on with Greek killing Greek. To the
despair it seems of the British Officers who had
been working inside Greece at that time. ICP

In the photo Norm noted that to his right was
their Greek interpreter, Sgt Norm. Hatch, LAC
Jones and believe it or not, the man to their left
was a local innkeeper whom Norm had just
caught as he tried to smuggle a load of Sten
guns into the camp, hidden inside a beer barrel!

In another six page letter Norm goes on to
describe the advance in the latter months of the
war into Austria and towards the Hungarian
Border. Fascinating reading to be sure. As soon
as my secretary (my wife) deciphers Norm’s
written word and types the notes up for me you
will be as enthralled as I am at what these young
RAF Regiment lads had to endure.

*It should be noted that modern historians refer
to Kalamaki Airfield as “Hassani” .We knew it by
the former name.

D-Day Memories
The first Thursday of every month is our

normal afternoon to meet together with as many
of the local Chapter members as are able to at
the 447 Wing RCAFA up at Mount Hope,
Ontario.

Since this Thursday was also the anniversary
of D-Day our meeting was a discussion of the
landings and the resultant success. Frank Mills
as ever was able to regail us with first hand
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personalised clothing can be requested through
the Shop. Items can also be purchased by
telephone on BT 01359 237521. The hours of
operation will be;

Monday 10.00 – 14.00 hours

Tuesday 16.00-20.00 hours.

Wednesday 10.00- 14.00 hours.

Thursday 16.00-20.00 hours

Friday 10.00-14.00 hours.

If you ‘Google’ the rock ape shop, on the
Internet you will find full details, photographs
and details of current products and pricing.

Note. An e-commerce, on-line facility is being
examined and details will hopefully be provided
in the near future.

Future Parades.

We start our Ceremonial Parades this year
again with the Warrior’s Day Parade in Toronto
at the Canadian National Exhibition on the 17

th
.

August, joining us this year will be members of
447 Wing RCAFA, Mount Hope. They will be
carrying their Standard as will we. I am
requesting as many of our Chapter members as
possible to attend this parade.

This is an opportunity for our Chapter to show
Canada who we are, and be proud doing it. If
you cannot march then please come and sit in
the stands, I can assure you that the members
who will be marching will march with pride
knowing that you are there to support them.
More details will follow closer to the date. We
encourage you to bring along your family, travel
on the Go train is free as long as they are with
you, and you are wearing your blazer. CNE
tickets are available free, by contacting me at
irishranger750@sourcecable.net .

Frank Mills. Ceremonial and Kit

Sick and Welfare

There were no notifications from the
membership this month regarding ‘sick and
welfare’, however we were extremely pleased to
hear that Terry Scattergood has had his cataract
operation on one of his eyes, and as our
President reported the flow of “Jokes and chit-
chat” has resumed..

Brian Patten, Sick and Welfare

(Sgt.) Norm. ”Ike” Hatch….his adventures.

One of the original Ground Gunners, Norm was
kind enough to respond to our request for stories
of their time in the Regiment. I was duly
delighted therefore to receive a six-page letter
and about the same amount of pages of old
copied pages of the exploits of Number 2926
Squadron, Royal Air Force Regiment.

Originally Norm was a member of the
Gloucestershire Branch of our Association and
from the cuttings he sent me it appears that his
service with 2926 Squadron reads like a
formidable history of that Squadron. Formed in
the Middle East in June of 1943, the Squadron
saw service in Iraq, Jerusalem, Tunisia, Egypt,
Italy, Greece, and Yugoslavia before being
finally disbanded in Austria in March of 1946.

During most of this period Norm was a
member of a Bofors Gun Crew whose affection
for their weapon caused it to be nicknamed,
“Calliope Jane”. Now aged 92 years young,
Norm still remembers with affection the lads of
the gun crew.

The flight commander was Flight Lieutenant
Jerry Dawson from Banks, Somerset. Flight
Sergeant Bill Lee, Cpl. Sid Carey, from
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Secretary’s (Annual) Report

Dressing the graves of the RAF members who
were killed at Mount Hope during WW2 was held
on 16-Sept-2012

The Constitution was revised 2-Nov-2012 and
all members received a copy.

The Association attended the Remembrance
service at the Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum 11-Nov-2012, with our President
placing the Chapter Wreath.

Letters were sent to all members on 23-Mar-
2013 asking who would be attending the AGM if
the venue were to be changed to the Legion in
Milton. This location was suggested as it was
closer for members in the Toronto area. As only
one reply was received, the venue will be at 447
Wing, Mount Hope on Saturday 24

th
. August. A

light lunch will be served from 14.00 hours, with
the meeting set for 14.30 hours

An advert was placed in The British Canadian
soliciting new members. It was successful in
adding one new member to the association.
Three others simply enquired about membership
and despite follow-up did not join.

Our “Remembrance” luncheon, held at the
“Judge and Jester” in Grimsby was well
attended on the 11

th
of May 2013 and was

enjoyed by all.

Nomination papers as well as upcoming
balloting for the Chapter Executive will be in the
mail during July. It would be greatly appreciated
if these would be returned in time for this year’s
Annual General Meeting

Roy Gourley, Secretary

Treasurer’s Report.

Arrangements are presently underway to
change and correct the wording on our current
bank cheques. The bank is also preparing the
paperwork to more closely reflect the ‘signee’s’
of both of our current and Standard accounts.

I will have a full and detailed outline of our
accounts for auditors to examine and approve at
our Annual General Meeting on 24

th
. August,

2013.

Our “Third Annual Jim Dennison Car Rally’ of
which I am the organiser, will be held on July
13th, 2013. Assembly is in the “Go Transit”
parking lot on the south side of the Queen

Elizabeth Way, Regional Road 24, Vineland, at
11.30 hours. Hopefully some members of the
Niagara Military Institute will join us for this
event. I have made arrangements for a light
luncheon to be served midway through the rally.
We will end our journey with refreshments and
perhaps a small prize-giving. I sincerely hope all
members who are able will join us for this fun
event.

David Jeffrey Treasurer.

Membership Report.

Having received the latest reporting from our
Treasurer, David Jeffrey, I have sent out the up
to date membership listings and the current E-
mail addresses for those members on the web.
Please notify me if there are any omissions or
errors that need to be corrected. Currently Iain
and I are reviewing and asking the members
who have not yet done so to complete their
service records, so that we have as complete a
record of who, where, when you served!

As of this date of the 14 records out for review,
only eight have been returned and entered in
our files. My thanks to those of you for your
prompt responses to this request.

Marion Purves , Membership.

Ceremonial & Kit.

It is with regret that I have to report on the
passing of our Kit Shop representative Derek
James. Derek and I served together in the
Far East and the U.K.. He served as
Treasurer of the National Committee and on
the Executive of the Catterick Branch. Derek
was a good soldier and a great friend, he will
be sadly missed by all members of the RAF
Regiment Association, and extremely missed
by myself.

“We Will Remember Him”

Frank Mills

New Depot Shop

In Parish Notice [CpeN274] it is worth noting
that a new RAF Regt. ’Depot Shop’, situated
behind the Station Learning Centre was opened
at RAF Honington on 30

th
April ’13. It will sell

military-style merchandise and some RAF and
RAF Regiment branded items, and compliments
the Spar Shop’s RAF Regt. Sales facility. The
product lines will continue to grow over time in
response to customer feedback, which can be
submitted to the Shop staff. Individual or bulk
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President’s Report

Time has a way of catching up with us. As we
grow older the demands on our time from family,
friends and of course our medical needs have all
to be entered into our daily routines. The
demands of running the Chapter too have to find
times, place and effect.

Thus it was with great relief that this year’s
“Spring Get-Together was so enjoyable. Initially
we had hoped to have about fourteen of our
members commit to the luncheon. I had to
contact the catering supervisor to increase the
number to twenty-two! Fantastic!

At the last moment we had a couple of
cancellations due to sickness, but it was
marvellous to see the commitment and
enjoyment being shared so well. June and Tom
Edwards made the journey from the far side of
Toronto to be with us, and as our guest,
Amanda Levy thoroughly enjoyed renewing her
acquaintanceship with us all.

.
Members and Guests enjoying the comradeship!

We were also able to put on display our ever
growing selection of Regimental memorabilia.
Over the years we have amassed quite a
wonderful collection. Our association with
Scottish Branch has allowed us to have on
display as one of our table decorations their gift
of a plaque and Canadian and Corps miniature
flags. We were also honoured with their gift of a

“Gunner” and a brass, engraved Corps Crest,
mounted on a block of genuine Scottish
sycamore wood.

Our Trophy Display

Our future remains bright as long as we can
retain this bond we have with each other. Our
newest member Bert Toons out in Calgary is
joining in with us in more ways than one. He
initially was quick to spot and renew his
friendship with “Nick” Bacon, and on his last
note to me he queried “was the Colin Doubleday
mentioned in our last “Chapter Chatter’ possibly
previously living in British Columbia?” It seems
that Colin and Bert were quite often in each
others company and yet each was unaware of
their RAF Regiment connection.

Perhaps the most unrewarding duty your
executive has is in the field of the responses, or
lack thereof, to submissions made to the
membership on matters which should be of
benefit to us all. Please if you receive a request
to submit a reply would you take the few
moments required to answer the request and
post or E-mail your responses back to us?
Believe me it would reduce our stress levels
greatly and assist in a more efficient use of your
executive’s time and mailing costs.

May we wish everyone a safe and pleasant
summer.

Per Ardua Iain C. Purves, President
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